
SUMMARY SPECIFICATIONS NEXUS 
MODEL M77001D STACK DINING CHAIR DRIFTWOOD WEAVE

FRAMES: Frame structure is made from commercial grade, non-rusting extruded aluminum.  Seat design 
incorporates 2 “D” rings in the seat to securely attach optional seat pad.

WEAVE  Frames are covered in DRIFTWOOD Weave Color and pattern. Proprietary polyethylene weave material 
with UV stabilizers. Hand Woven over painted tubular aluminum frame. Rubberized Foot Glides help hold furniture 
stationary. 

Texacraft® reserves the right to make minor changes or modifications and to discontinue finish color, strap color, 
fabrics, or styles without notice. Measurements given are approximate. Information provided is as accurate as 
possible.

Unit Weight:  14 lbs.

25”
34”

24.5”
25”

17”
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SUMMARY SPECIFICATIONS NEXUS 
MODEL M77093BD BALCONY HEIGHT STOOL W/ARMS DRIFTWOOD WEAVE

FRAMES: Frame structure is made from commercial grade, non-rusting extruded aluminum.  Seat design 
incorporates 2 “D” rings in the seat to securely attach optional seat pad.

WEAVE  Frames are covered in DRIFTWOOD Weave Color and pattern. Proprietary polyethylene weave material 
with UV stabilizers. Hand Woven over painted tubular aluminum frame. Rubberized Foot Glides help hold furniture 
stationary. 

Texacraft® reserves the right to make minor changes or modifications and to discontinue finish color, strap color, 
fabrics, or styles without notice. Measurements given are approximate. Information provided is as accurate as 
possible.

Unit Weight:  16.5 lbs.

21”

31”
34.5”

24”

23”

17.75”

20”
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SUMMARY SPECIFICATIONS NEXUS 
MODEL M77094BD BACKLESS BALCONY HEIGHT DRIFTWOOD WEAVE

FRAMES: Frame structure is made from commercial grade, non-rusting extruded aluminum.  Seat design 
incorporates 2 “D” rings in the seat to securely attach optional seat pad.

WEAVE  Frames are covered in DRIFTWOOD Weave Color and pattern. Proprietary polyethylene weave material 
with UV stabilizers. Hand Woven over painted tubular aluminum frame. Rubberized Foot Glides help hold furniture 
stationary. 

Texacraft® reserves the right to make minor changes or modifications and to discontinue finish color, strap color, 
fabrics, or styles without notice. Measurements given are approximate. Information provided is as accurate as 
possible.

Unit Weight:  10.5 lbs.

21”
18.5”

23”
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SUMMARY SPECIFICATIONS NEXUS 
MODEL M77093D BARSTOOL W/ARMS DRIFTWOOD WEAVE

FRAMES: Frame structure is made from commercial grade, non-rusting extruded aluminum.  Seat design 
incorporates 2 “D” rings in the seat to securely attach optional seat pad.

WEAVE  Frames are covered in DRIFTWOOD Weave Color and pattern. Proprietary polyethylene weave material 
with UV stabilizers. Hand Woven over painted tubular aluminum frame. Rubberized Foot Glides help hold furniture 
stationary. 

Texacraft® reserves the right to make minor changes or modifications and to discontinue finish color, strap color, 
fabrics, or styles without notice. Measurements given are approximate. Information provided is as accurate as 
possible.

Unit Weight:  17 lbs.

20.5”

35”
39”

24”

27”

17.75”

20”
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SUMMARY SPECIFICATIONS NEXUS 
MODEL M77094D BACKLESS BARSTOOL DRIFTWOOD WEAVE

FRAMES: Frame structure is made from commercial grade, non-rusting extruded aluminum.  Seat design 
incorporates 2 “D” rings in the seat to securely attach optional seat pad.

WEAVE  Frames are covered in DRIFTWOOD Weave Color and pattern. Proprietary polyethylene weave material 
with UV stabilizers. Hand Woven over painted tubular aluminum frame. Rubberized Foot Glides help hold furniture 
stationary. 

Texacraft® reserves the right to make minor changes or modifications and to discontinue finish color, strap color, 
fabrics, or styles without notice. Measurements given are approximate. Information provided is as accurate as 
possible.

Unit Weight:  13 lbs.

21”
18.5”

27”
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SUMMARY SPECIFICATIONS NEXUS
MODEL M77009D CHAISE LOUNGE- DRIFTWOOD WEAVE

FRAMES: Frame structure is made from commercial grade, non-rusting extruded aluminum.  

WEAVE  Frames are covered in DRIFTWOOD Weave Color and pattern. Proprietary polyethylene weave material 
with UV stabilizers. Hand Woven over painted tubular aluminum frame. Rubberized Foot Glides help hold 
furniture stationary. Painted Aluminum U-shaped Clamp provided to hold pieces together to make sectional if 
desired.

FABRIC: Our acrylic fabrics are created by leading outdoor fabric manufacturers and are UV tested for exterior 
use. Ultraviolet stabilizers have been added to inhibit fading, deterioration and mildew.

Texacraft® reserves the right to make minor changes or modifications and to discontinue finish color, strap color, 
fabrics, or styles without notice. Measurements given are approximate. Information provided is as accurate as 
possible.

Unit Weight:  47 lbs.

Driftwood Weave

42.5”

14.5”

92.75” 30.5”

51”
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SUMMARY SPECIFICATIONS NEXUS
MODEL M77069D DOUBLE CHAISE LOUNGE- DRIFTWOOD WEAVE

FRAMES: Frame structure is made from commercial grade, non-rusting extruded aluminum.  

WEAVE  Frames are covered in DRIFTWOOD Weave Color and pattern. Proprietary polyethylene weave material 
with UV stabilizers. Hand Woven over painted tubular aluminum frame. Rubberized Foot Glides help hold 
furniture stationary. Painted Aluminum U-shaped Clamp provided to hold pieces together to make sectional if 
desired.

FABRIC: Our acrylic fabrics are created by leading outdoor fabric manufacturers and are UV tested for exterior 
use. Ultraviolet stabilizers have been added to inhibit fading, deterioration and mildew.

Texacraft® reserves the right to make minor changes or modifications and to discontinue finish color, strap color, 
fabrics, or styles without notice. Measurements given are approximate. Information provided is as accurate as 
possible.

Unit Weight:  47 lbs.

Driftwood Weave

41.5”

14.5”

92.5”
60.5”

51”
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SUMMARY SPECIFICATIONS NEXUS
MODEL MM77018SQD 18” SQUARE SIDE TABLE

Unit Weight:  4.2 lbs.

19''

FRAMES:Frames are covered in DRIFTWOOD Weave Color and pattern.  Proprietary polyethylene weave 
material with UV stabilizers.  The coloration is throughout the weave and has a very slight ribbed texture to 
the surface. The weave is hand woven over painted tubular aluminum frame.  Rubberized Foot Glides (in 
addition to the metal clips used where applicable) help hold furniture stationary.  

TABLE TOP SUPPORT: All tables in the Nexus Collection utilize acrylic glass placed on top of the table top 
frame prior to weaving. This adds support to the weave surface providing a stable platform. As weave 
is exposed to the heat of the sun it becomes softer. The acrylic glass underneath eliminates the sagging 
potential of the weave if weight /objects (plates, drinks, etc.) are place on the table top.

Driftwood Weave

18.5''
18.5''
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SUMMARY SPECIFICATIONS NEXUS 
MODEL M77036SQUD 36” SQUARE DINING HEIGHT TABLE 

DRIFTWOOD WEAVE

FRAMES: Frame structure is made from commercial grade, non-rusting extruded aluminum.  

WEAVE  Frames are covered in DRIFTWOOD Weave Color and pattern. Proprietary polyethylene weave material 
with UV stabilizers. Hand Woven over painted tubular aluminum frame. Rubberized Foot Glides help hold furniture 
stationary. 

TABLE TOP SUPPORT: All tables in the Nexus Collection utilize acrylic glass placed on top of the table top frame 
prior to weaving. This adds support to the weave surface providing a stable platform. As weave is exposed to the 
heat of the sun it becomes softer. The acrylic glass underneath eliminates the sagging potential of the weave if 
weight /objects (plates, drinks, etc.) are place on the table top.

Texacraft® reserves the right to make minor changes or modifications and to discontinue finish color, strap color, 
fabrics, or styles without notice. Measurements given are approximate. Information provided is as accurate as 
possible.

Unit Weight:  30 lbs.

(with umbrella hole)

36” 36”

28”
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SUMMARY SPECIFICATIONS NEXUS 
MODEL M77048SQUD 48” SQUARE DINING TABLE DRIFTWOOD WEAVE

FRAMES: Frame structure is made from commercial grade, non-rusting extruded aluminum.  

WEAVE  Frames are covered in DRIFTWOOD Weave Color and pattern. Proprietary polyethylene weave material 
with UV stabilizers. Hand Woven over painted tubular aluminum frame. Rubberized Foot Glides help hold furniture 
stationary. 

TABLE TOP SUPPORT: All tables in the Nexus Collection utilize acrylic glass placed on top of the table top frame 
prior to weaving. This adds support to the weave surface providing a stable platform. As weave is exposed to the 
heat of the sun it becomes softer. The acrylic glass underneath eliminates the sagging potential of the weave if 
weight /objects (plates, drinks, etc.) are place on the table top.

Texacraft® reserves the right to make minor changes or modifications and to discontinue finish color, strap color, 
fabrics, or styles without notice. Measurements given are approximate. Information provided is as accurate as 
possible.

Unit Weight:  34 lbs.

(with umbrella hole)

48”
48”

28”
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SUMMARY SPECIFICATIONS NEXUS 
MODEL M77036BSQUD 36” SQUARE BALCONY HEIGHT TABLE 

DRIFTWOOD WEAVE

FRAMES: Frame structure is made from commercial grade, non-rusting extruded aluminum.  

WEAVE  Frames are covered in DRIFTWOOD Weave Color and pattern. Proprietary polyethylene weave material 
with UV stabilizers. Hand Woven over painted tubular aluminum frame. Rubberized Foot Glides help hold furniture 
stationary. 

TABLE TOP SUPPORT: All tables in the Nexus Collection utilize acrylic glass placed on top of the table top frame 
prior to weaving. This adds support to the weave surface providing a stable platform. As weave is exposed to the 
heat of the sun it becomes softer. The acrylic glass underneath eliminates the sagging potential of the weave if 
weight /objects (plates, drinks, etc.) are place on the table top.

Texacraft® reserves the right to make minor changes or modifications and to discontinue finish color, strap color, 
fabrics, or styles without notice. Measurements given are approximate. Information provided is as accurate as 
possible.

Unit Weight:  32 lbs.

(with umbrella hole)

36”
36”

35”
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SUMMARY SPECIFICATIONS NEXUS 
MODEL M77036HSQUD 36” SQUARE BAR TABLE DRIFTWOOD WEAVE

FRAMES: Frame structure is made from commercial grade, non-rusting extruded aluminum.  

WEAVE  Frames are covered in DRIFTWOOD Weave Color and pattern. Proprietary polyethylene weave material 
with UV stabilizers. Hand Woven over painted tubular aluminum frame. Rubberized Foot Glides help hold furniture 
stationary. 

TABLE TOP SUPPORT: All tables in the Nexus Collection utilize acrylic glass placed on top of the table top frame 
prior to weaving. This adds support to the weave surface providing a stable platform. As weave is exposed to the 
heat of the sun it becomes softer. The acrylic glass underneath eliminates the sagging potential of the weave if 
weight /objects (plates, drinks, etc.) are place on the table top.

Texacraft® reserves the right to make minor changes or modifications and to discontinue finish color, strap color, 
fabrics, or styles without notice. Measurements given are approximate. Information provided is as accurate as 
possible.

Unit Weight:  33 lbs.

(with umbrella hole)

36”
36”

39”
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SUMMARY SPECIFICATIONS  NEXUS
MODEL M77081D BARREL CHAIR- DRIFTWOOD WEAVE

FRAMES: Frame structure is made from commercial grade, non-rusting extruded aluminum.  

WEAVE  Frames are covered in DRIFTWOOD Weave Color and pattern. Proprietary polyethylene weave material 
with UV stabilizers. Hand Woven over painted tubular aluminum frame. Rubberized Foot Glides help hold 
furniture stationary. 

FABRIC: Our acrylic fabrics are created by leading outdoor fabric manufacturers and are UV tested for exterior 
use. Ultraviolet stabilizers have been added to inhibit fading, deterioration and mildew.

Texacraft® reserves the right to make minor changes or modifications and to discontinue finish color, strap color, 
fabrics, or styles without notice. Measurements given are approximate. Information provided is as accurate as 
possible.

Unit Weight:  28 lbs.

Driftwood Weave

30”

17.5”

26”

86”

36.5”

36.5”
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SUMMARY SPECIFICATIONS  NEXUS
MODEL M77086D SIDE TABLE/STOOL- DRIFTWOOD WEAVE

FRAMES: Frame structure is made from commercial grade, non-rusting extruded aluminum.  

WEAVE  Frames are covered in DRIFTWOOD Weave Color and pattern. Proprietary polyethylene weave material 
with UV stabilizers. Hand Woven over painted tubular aluminum frame. Adjustable Foot Glides help hold furniture 
stationary and level. 

Texacraft® reserves the right to make minor changes or modifications and to discontinue finish color, strap color, 
fabrics, or styles without notice. Measurements given are approximate. Information provided is as accurate as 
possible.

Unit Weight:  10 lbs.

Driftwood Weave

20”

17.5”
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SUMMARY SPECIFICATIONS  NEXUS
MODEL M77086B, M77086L, M77086Y, M77086O & M77086R 

SIDE TABLE/STOOL- BRIGHT COLOR WEAVE

FRAMES: Frame structure is made from commercial grade, non-rusting extruded aluminum.  

WEAVE  Frames are covered in bright colored, proprietary polyethylene weave material with UV stabilizers. Hand 
Woven over painted tubular aluminum frame. Adjustable Foot Glides help hold furniture stationary and level. 

Texacraft® reserves the right to make minor changes or modifications and to discontinue finish color, strap color, 
fabrics, or styles without notice. Measurements given are approximate. Information provided is as accurate as 
possible.

Unit Weight:  10 lbs.

20”

17.5”
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SUMMARY SPECIFICATIONS  NEXUS
MODEL M77004D LOUNGE CHAIR- DRIFTWOOD WEAVE

FRAMES: Frame structure is made from commercial grade, non-rusting extruded aluminum.  

WEAVE  Frames are covered in DRIFTWOOD Weave Color and pattern. Proprietary polyethylene weave material 
with UV stabilizers. Hand Woven over painted tubular aluminum frame. Rubberized Foot Glides help hold 
furniture stationary. Painted Aluminum U-shaped Clamp provided to hold pieces together to make sectional if 
desired.

FABRIC: Our acrylic fabrics are created by leading outdoor fabric manufacturers and are UV tested for exterior 
use. Ultraviolet stabilizers have been added to inhibit fading, deterioration and mildew.

Texacraft® reserves the right to make minor changes or modifications and to discontinue finish color, strap color, 
fabrics, or styles without notice. Measurements given are approximate. Information provided is as accurate as 
possible.

Unit Weight:  44 lbs.

Driftwood Weave

31”

34.5”

27.5”

34.75”

26”

23.5”

17.5” 12.5”
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SUMMARY SPECIFICATIONS  NEXUS
MODEL M77008D OTTOMAN- DRIFTWOOD WEAVE

FRAMES: Frame structure is made from commercial grade, non-rusting extruded aluminum.  

WEAVE  Frames are covered in DRIFTWOOD Weave Color and pattern. Proprietary polyethylene weave material 
with UV stabilizers. Hand Woven over painted tubular aluminum frame. Rubberized Foot Glides help hold 
furniture stationary. Painted Aluminum U-shaped Clamp provided to hold pieces together to make sectional if 
desired.

FABRIC: Our acrylic fabrics are created by leading outdoor fabric manufacturers and are UV tested for exterior 
use. Ultraviolet stabilizers have been added to inhibit fading, deterioration and mildew.

Texacraft® reserves the right to make minor changes or modifications and to discontinue finish color, strap color, 
fabrics, or styles without notice. Measurements given are approximate. Information provided is as accurate as 
possible.

Unit Weight:  19 lbs.

Driftwood Weave

17.5”

27”

12.5”

27”
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SUMMARY SPECIFICATIONS  NEXUS
MODEL M77003D THREE SEAT SOFA- DRIFTWOOD WEAVE

FRAMES: Frame structure is made from commercial grade, non-rusting extruded aluminum.  

WEAVE  Frames are covered in DRIFTWOOD Weave Color and pattern. Proprietary polyethylene weave material 
with UV stabilizers. Hand Woven over painted tubular aluminum frame. Rubberized Foot Glides help hold 
furniture stationary. 

FABRIC: Our acrylic fabrics are created by leading outdoor fabric manufacturers and are UV tested for exterior 
use. Ultraviolet stabilizers have been added to inhibit fading, deterioration and mildew.

Texacraft® reserves the right to make minor changes or modifications and to discontinue finish color, strap color, 
fabrics, or styles without notice. Measurements given are approximate. Information provided is as accurate as 
possible.

Unit Weight:  75 lbs.

Driftwood Weave

31.5”

17.5”
12.5”

27.5”
23.5”

86”35”

78”
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SUMMARY SPECIFICATIONS  NEXUS
MODEL M77022AD LOVE SEAT- DRIFTWOOD WEAVE

FRAMES: Frame structure is made from commercial grade, non-rusting extruded aluminum.  

WEAVE  Frames are covered in DRIFTWOOD Weave Color and pattern. Proprietary polyethylene weave material 
with UV stabilizers. Hand Woven over painted tubular aluminum frame. Rubberized Foot Glides help hold 
furniture stationary. 

FABRIC: Our acrylic fabrics are created by leading outdoor fabric manufacturers and are UV tested for exterior 
use. Ultraviolet stabilizers have been added to inhibit fading, deterioration and mildew.

Texacraft® reserves the right to make minor changes or modifications and to discontinue finish color, strap color, 
fabrics, or styles without notice. Measurements given are approximate. Information provided is as accurate as 
possible.

Unit Weight:  66 lbs.

27.5”

Driftwood Weave

35” 60”

17.5” 13”

23.5”31.5”

52”
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SUMMARY SPECIFICATIONS  NEXUS
MODEL M77062D GRANDE LOUNGER- DRIFTWOOD WEAVE

FRAMES: Frame structure is made from commercial grade, non-rusting extruded aluminum.  

WEAVE  Frames are covered in DRIFTWOOD Weave Color and pattern. Proprietary polyethylene weave material 
with UV stabilizers. Hand Woven over painted tubular aluminum frame. Rubberized Foot Glides help hold 
furniture stationary. 

FABRIC: Our acrylic fabrics are created by leading outdoor fabric manufacturers and are UV tested for exterior 
use. Ultraviolet stabilizers have been added to inhibit fading, deterioration and mildew.

Texacraft® reserves the right to make minor changes or modifications and to discontinue finish color, strap color, 
fabrics, or styles without notice. Measurements given are approximate. Information provided is as accurate as 
possible.

Unit Weight:  66 lbs.

27.5”

Driftwood Weave

35” 60”

17.5” 13”

23.5”31”

52”
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SUMMARY SPECIFICATIONS  NEXUS
MODEL M77068D GRANDE LOUNGER OTTOMAN- DRIFTWOOD WEAVE

FRAMES: Frame structure is made from commercial grade, non-rusting extruded aluminum.  

WEAVE  Frames are covered in DRIFTWOOD Weave Color and pattern. Proprietary polyethylene weave material 
with UV stabilizers. Hand Woven over painted tubular aluminum frame. Rubberized Foot Glides help hold 
furniture stationary. Fabric ties secure cushion to the frame.

FABRIC: Our acrylic fabrics are created by leading outdoor fabric manufacturers and are UV tested for exterior 
use. Ultraviolet stabilizers have been added to inhibit fading, deterioration and mildew.

Texacraft® reserves the right to make minor changes or modifications and to discontinue finish color, strap color, 
fabrics, or styles without notice. Measurements given are approximate. Information provided is as accurate as 
possible.

Unit Weight:  40 lbs.

Driftwood Weave

35”

52”

17.5” 12.5”
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SUMMARY SPECIFICATIONS  NEXUS
MODEL M77024SQD END TABLE- DRIFTWOOD WEAVE

FRAMES: Frame structure is made from commercial grade, non-rusting extruded aluminum.  

WEAVE  Frames are covered in DRIFTWOOD Weave Color and pattern. Proprietary polyethylene weave material 
with UV stabilizers. Hand Woven over painted tubular aluminum frame. Rubberized Foot Glides help hold 
furniture stationary. 

Texacraft® reserves the right to make minor changes or modifications and to discontinue finish color, strap color, 
fabrics, or styles without notice. Measurements given are approximate. Information provided is as accurate as 
possible.

Unit Weight:  21 lbs.

Driftwood Weave

24”24”

17.5”
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SUMMARY SPECIFICATIONS  NEXUS
MODEL M77030SQD END TABLE- DRIFTWOOD WEAVE

FRAMES: Frame structure is made from commercial grade, non-rusting extruded aluminum.  

WEAVE  Frames are covered in DRIFTWOOD Weave Color and pattern. Proprietary polyethylene weave material 
with UV stabilizers. Hand Woven over painted tubular aluminum frame. Rubberized Foot Glides help hold 
furniture stationary. 

Texacraft® reserves the right to make minor changes or modifications and to discontinue finish color, strap color, 
fabrics, or styles without notice. Measurements given are approximate. Information provided is as accurate as 
possible.

Unit Weight:  27 lbs.

Driftwood Weave

30”30”

17.5”
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SUMMARY SPECIFICATIONS  NEXUS
MODEL M77082D ULTRA LOUNGE - DRIFTWOOD WEAVE

FRAMES: Frame structure is made from commercial grade, non-rusting extruded aluminum.  

WEAVE  Frames are covered in DRIFTWOOD Weave Color and pattern. Proprietary polyethylene weave material 
with UV stabilizers. Hand Woven over painted tubular aluminum frame. Rubberized Foot Glides help hold 
furniture stationary. 

FABRIC: Our acrylic fabrics are created by leading outdoor fabric manufacturers and are UV tested for exterior 
use. Ultraviolet stabilizers have been added to inhibit fading, deterioration and mildew.

Texacraft® reserves the right to make minor changes or modifications and to discontinue finish color, strap color, 
fabrics, or styles without notice. Measurements given are approximate. Information provided is as accurate as 
possible.

Unit Weight:  51 lbs.

28”

Driftwood Weave

35”

17.5” 12”

36.5”
29.5”

55”
66”
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SUMMARY SPECIFICATIONS  NEXUS
MODEL M77088D ULTRA LOUNGER OTTOMAN- DRIFTWOOD WEAVE

FRAMES: Frame structure is made from commercial grade, non-rusting extruded aluminum.  

WEAVE  Frames are covered in DRIFTWOOD Weave Color and pattern. Proprietary polyethylene weave material 
with UV stabilizers. Hand Woven over painted tubular aluminum frame. Rubberized Foot Glides help hold 
furniture stationary. Painted Aluminum U-shaped Clamp provided to hold pieces together to make sectional if 
desired.

FABRIC: Our acrylic fabrics are created by leading outdoor fabric manufacturers and are UV tested for exterior 
use. Ultraviolet stabilizers have been added to inhibit fading, deterioration and mildew.

Texacraft® reserves the right to make minor changes or modifications and to discontinue finish color, strap color, 
fabrics, or styles without notice. Measurements given are approximate. Information provided is as accurate as 
possible.

Unit Weight:  36 lbs.

Driftwood Weave

16.5”

28”

57.5”

12”

17.5”
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SUMMARY SPECIFICATIONS  NEXUS
MODEL M77085D ULTRA LOUNGE WITH CANOPY- DRIFTWOOD WEAVE

FRAMES: Frame structure is made from commercial grade, non-rusting extruded aluminum.  

WEAVE  Frames are covered in DRIFTWOOD Weave Color and pattern. Proprietary polyethylene weave material 
with UV stabilizers. Hand Woven over painted tubular aluminum frame. Rubberized Foot Glides help hold 
furniture stationary. 

FABRIC: Our acrylic fabrics are created by leading outdoor fabric manufacturers and are UV tested for exterior 
use. Ultraviolet stabilizers have been added to inhibit fading, deterioration and mildew.

Texacraft® reserves the right to make minor changes or modifications and to discontinue finish color, strap color, 
fabrics, or styles without notice. Measurements given are approximate. Information provided is as accurate as 
possible.

Unit Weight:  62 lbs.

28”

Driftwood Weave

35”

17.5”
12”

63”

29.5”

55”
66”

pin with 
chain secures 
canopy open
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SUMMARY SPECIFICATIONS  NEXUS
MODEL M77002D ARMLESS SINGLE CHAIR- DRIFTWOOD WEAVE

FRAMES: Frame structure is made from commercial grade, non-rusting extruded aluminum.  

WEAVE  Frames are covered in DRIFTWOOD Weave Color and pattern. Proprietary polyethylene weave material 
with UV stabilizers. Hand Woven over painted tubular aluminum frame. Rubberized Foot Glides help hold 
furniture stationary. Painted Aluminum U-shaped Clamp provided to hold pieces together to make sectional if 
desired.

FABRIC: Our acrylic fabrics are created by leading outdoor fabric manufacturers and are UV tested for exterior 
use. Ultraviolet stabilizers have been added to inhibit fading, deterioration and mildew.

Texacraft® reserves the right to make minor changes or modifications and to discontinue finish color, strap color, 
fabrics, or styles without notice. Measurements given are approximate. Information provided is as accurate as 
possible.

Unit Weight:  28 lbs.

Driftwood Weave

31”

17.5”
13”

27.5”

23.5”

27”
35”
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SUMMARY SPECIFICATIONS  NEXUS
MODEL M77032D CORNER CHAIR- DRIFTWOOD WEAVE

FRAMES: Frame structure is made from commercial grade, non-rusting extruded aluminum.  

WEAVE  Frames are covered in DRIFTWOOD Weave Color and pattern. Proprietary polyethylene weave material 
with UV stabilizers. Hand Woven over painted tubular aluminum frame. Rubberized Foot Glides help hold 
furniture stationary. Painted Aluminum U-shaped Clamp provided to hold pieces together to make sectional if 
desired.

FABRIC: Our acrylic fabrics are created by leading outdoor fabric manufacturers and are UV tested for exterior 
use. Ultraviolet stabilizers have been added to inhibit fading, deterioration and mildew.

Texacraft® reserves the right to make minor changes or modifications and to discontinue finish color, strap color, 
fabrics, or styles without notice. Measurements given are approximate. Information provided is as accurate as 
possible.

Unit Weight:  40 lbs.

Driftwood Weave

34.5”

17.5”

13”

23.5”

27.5”

23.5”

34.5”

31”
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SUMMARY SPECIFICATIONS  NEXUS
MODEL M77022D ARMLESS TWO SEAT- DRIFTWOOD WEAVE

FRAMES: Frame structure is made from commercial grade, non-rusting extruded aluminum.  

WEAVE  Frames are covered in DRIFTWOOD Weave Color and pattern. Proprietary polyethylene weave material 
with UV stabilizers. Hand Woven over painted tubular aluminum frame. Rubberized Foot Glides help hold 
furniture stationary. Painted Aluminum U-shaped Clamp provided to hold pieces together to make sectional if 
desired.

FABRIC: Our acrylic fabrics are created by leading outdoor fabric manufacturers and are UV tested for exterior 
use. Ultraviolet stabilizers have been added to inhibit fading, deterioration and mildew.

Texacraft® reserves the right to make minor changes or modifications and to discontinue finish color, strap color, 
fabrics, or styles without notice. Measurements given are approximate. Information provided is as accurate as 
possible.

Unit Weight:  60 lbs.

Driftwood Weave

31”

53
”

35”

23.5”

17.5” 12.5”

27.5”
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SUMMARY SPECIFICATIONS NEXUS 
MODEL M77041D TOWEL RACK DRIFTWOOD WEAVE

FRAMES: Frame structure is made from commercial grade, non-rusting extruded aluminum.  Seat design 
incorporates 2 “D” rings in the seat to securely attach optional seat pad.

WEAVE  Frames are covered in DRIFTWOOD Weave Color and pattern. Proprietary polyethylene weave material 
with UV stabilizers. Hand Woven over painted tubular aluminum frame. Rubberized Foot Glides help hold furniture 
stationary. 

Texacraft® reserves the right to make minor changes or modifications and to discontinue finish color, strap color, 
fabrics, or styles without notice. Measurements given are approximate. Information provided is as accurate as 
possible.

Unit Weight:  46.5 lbs.

24.25”

40.75”

24.25”

Fixed shelf

 Slide (removable) 
drawer for 
discarded towels
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SUMMARY SPECIFICATIONS  NEXUS
MODEL M77040D WASTE RECEPTACLE- DRIFTWOOD WEAVE

(includes 32 gallon liner)

FRAMES: Frame structure is made from commercial grade, non-rusting extruded aluminum.  

WEAVE  Frames are covered in DRIFTWOOD Weave Color and pattern. Proprietary polyethylene weave material 
with UV stabilizers. Hand Woven over painted tubular aluminum frame. Rubberized Foot Glides help hold 
furniture stationary. 

Texacraft® reserves the right to make minor changes or modifications and to discontinue finish color, strap color, 
fabrics, or styles without notice. Measurements given are approximate. Information provided is as accurate as 
possible.

Unit Weight:  36 lbs.

Driftwood Weave

26”26”

40.5”
30”

single side 
opening for 
disposal
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